WA Housing Strategy 2020-2030
Snap Poll # 7– Diverse and sustainable housing choices
Summary:
This snap poll sought Western Australian’s sentiment around diverse and sustainable
housing choices. Of the 218 responses, the majority of respondents being between 26 and
65 years old.
Respondents pointed out that the diversity of housing choices in WA is only average, and
more adaptable homes for changes in life circumstances; as well as more alternative
methods of constructions are needed.
Importantly, 88 per cent of respondents believe that the design of a home is fundamental to
health and wellbeing; and in order to make their house more sustainable, 90 per cent of
respondents would install passive solar design to improve energy efficiency and have more
water wise gardens (75 per cent).
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In your view, how do you rate the diversity of housing choices in WA?
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What would need to change in the next 10 years to create more
housing diversity?
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More alternative methods of construction

Different types of housing

Create smaller green title lots (micro-lots)

More options for affordable rentals

More inter-generational houses for larger families

More adaptable homes for changes in life circumstances

Community perception about density and diversity

More smaller homes

More ancillary or multi key dwellings
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What design aspects would you be willing to change to make a
home more sustainable?
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Reduce the number of car bays

Reduction in house size

Passive solar design to improve energy efficiency

Reduce the number of spare bedrooms

Have more water wise gardens

Share my home with someone else
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Do you believe the design of your home is fundamental to your health and
wellbeing?
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